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Areport in ET by Sugata Ghosh shows how income-tax sleuths
have unearthed a case of large-scale money laundering thro-
ugh a multi-state urban cooperative credit society’s account.
The modus operandi — anonymous people deposited and swift-
ly transferred crores of rupees in the society’s accounts in the
names of slum dwellers — reflects poor regulatory oversight.
Multi-state cooperative credit societies, which accept deposits
only from, and give loans to, members, are regulated by the
central registrar under the agriculture ministry. The civil ser-
vant in charge, typically a joint secretary-level officer, is ill-eq-
uipped and does not have the wherewithal to handle supervi-
sion. It makes sense for the RBI to be a joint regulator, as with

cooperative banks, or to convert all credit
societies into cooperative banks.

A parliamentary panel, too, had raised
concerns over multi-state cooperatives be-
coming a conduit for transferring dubi-
ous money. It recommended enforcement
by the department of economic affairs.
That’s a suboptimal solution. RBI should

be roped in to have a firm legal framework for supervision.
Mandate Aadhaar, which would create audit trails, for all tran-
sactions. Direct credit societies to file information returns
with tax authorities real-time. Errant ones that fail to comply
with the regulation should be banned.

Cooperative credit structures, the world over, combine thrift
and credit, based on mutuality. However, in India, the structu-
re has been focused on credit. These institutions have played a
useful role, when the reach of formal finance had been stunted.
Their salience grows in inverse proportion to that of formal
banking, which is seeing a radical transformation. If these
credit societies cannot be properly regulated, they can be cull-
ed, without much reduction in social welfare.

Tame These Dinosaurs
or Get Rid of Them
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Mind It, English is
Like That Only
It is quite apparent that the English language does not belong
to its originators any more. English not only exhibits a local
lilt in whichever country it is spoken, words and syntax also
vary wildly. Even in its own homeland, English’s accent has
changed: from so-called “cut glass” to something more akin
to bubble wrap. Modern English accents are full of pops, pips
and squeaks, so it is not surprising earnest German students
of the language have protested that a speech by Prince Harry
that they had to translate for an exam was incomprehensib-
le. Given that the grandson of the British monarch has a spe-
cial claim to the linguistic ideal called “Queen’s English” —
he can simply call it “Granny’s” — his deviation from its clip-
ped tones is especially noteworthy.

Today, very few English speakers even in Britain sound like
Queen Elizabeth II, so Prince Harry’s less-than-crystal-clear
accent is very au courant and expected. Perhaps German stu-
dents should actually just try harder to understand “real”
English accents instead of hankering after ideal tones. Inde-
ed, they should be thankful that only current British and So-
uth African accents were part of their oral test. What would
they have made of the English variants — both in terms of
accents and words — prevalent across the Indian subconti-
nent and Southeast Asia, for instance?

Better to understand regional variants
than the less-spoken ideal

The Reserve Bank of India’s (RBI) decision to expand the
strength and operational scope of the oversight commit-
tee for restructuring bank debt is welcome but not adequ-
ate. The committee proposes, under the current thinking,
to give its nod to defaulting debtors who are taken up for
resolution under the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code.
This is not what is ideal. The banks should not be burden-
ed with the job of resolving bad loans. That should be the
job of an asset reconstruction company (ARC). Banks
should be free to sell off their bad loans to ARCs for a con-
sideration, get recapitalised and move on to resume stall-
ed lending. The ARCs should decide how to restructure
the companies underlying the assets they purchase.

The difficulty in selling bad loans to an ARC is fixing the
haircut that the bank should take. The solution is to crea-
te a competitive market for stressed assets, with multiple
so-called vulture funds in the fray along with the ARCs
now in play. The government has set up a National Invest-

ment and Infrastructure Fund (NIIF)
to invest in infrastructure projects,
putting up some equity of its own and
getting the private sector to participa-
te to the extent of holding a majority
stake, and raising cheap credit from
global markets on the strength of this
equity. On these lines, it should be pos-

sible to set up new well-capitalised ARCs. Private players
can also be encouraged to set up such entities. Private eq-
uity should be more than happy to invest in this activity,
if there is confidence that final resolution of stressed as-
sets would actually happen. Multiple buyers for stressed
assets should allow multiple models of financing stress-
ed asset purchases, with combinations of upfront cash
and varying stakes in the proceeds of resolution. The ov-
ersight committee’s real purpose is to offer the shield of
integrity to decisions taken by banks to divest their port-
folio of bad loans.

The point is to act fast. If banks do not resume lending
fast, it is difficult to see real capital formation in the eco-
nomic lift off its current lows. And without investment,
growth cannot sustain.

Needed, a Market for
Stressed Assets
The new bankruptcy code makes it possible

PRANAV KHULLAR

TS Eliot wrote in Four Quartets,
“The only wisdom one can hope
to acquire is the wisdom of hu-
mility… humility is endless.…”
I mulled over these words as I
strolled through the bazaars of
Hyderabad; its unique multi-
cultural and multilingual teh-
zeeb an eloquent testimony of
the richness of life itself, a flav-
our one couldn’t possibly acqu-
ire from books alone.

Spiritually, Hyderabad stands
out as a wonderful link-bridge
between the north and south,
imbibing the best of both in its
culture, cuisine and character.
The Deccan festival, conducted
every year in March, celebrates
the city’s composite and secu-
lar character.

Standing atop the Charminar,
Icouldn’t help but marvel at the
remarkable transition of this
city from a small settlement cal-
led Bhagyanagar — after Queen
Bhagyamati, wife of Quli Qut-
ubShah, founder of Hyderabad
— 400-odd years ago to a hi-tech
‘Cyberabad’. Yet, the place con-
tinues to be a quaint blend of
the ancient and modern, where
people and traditions are not at
loggerheads. They seem to find
their own space beautifully
within the larger umbrella of
Hyderabadi culture.

To a Hyderabadi, life is a cele-
bration. The spirit of bonding
and affection (khuloos) that
characterises the city needs to
be cherished and emulated by
other cities and towns. Melting
point or salad bowl? It matters
not, as long as Hyderabad reta-
ins its eclectic charm by fusing
the contemporary and the ar-
chaic. The point is, an average
Hyderabadi will broker peace
at any cost — preferably over a
mouth-watering biryani.

The Jewel of
the Deccan

I had a dream. I was dro-
wning in the sea of opini-
ons on China’s One Belt,
One Road (Obor). Then I
found Nemo. He said it
really should be rechris-

tened One Grip, One Rope, or some
such for ease of debate. Because
that’s the One Truth, One Reality.

For India, to Obor or not to Obor
has been a question for some years.
And last week, New Delhi decided
not to. In a strong, very strong state-
ment, it listed its objections related
to sovereignty, connectivity, financi-
al responsibility, transparency and
the environment.

A part of China’s imperial project
—the China-Pakistan Economic Cor-
ridor (CPEC) — runs through Indian
territory occupied illegally by Pak-
istan. Nemo said no self-respecting
country could sign on to such viola-
tion of its sovereignty.

India’s clear opposition is a big deal.
Right up there with Indira Gandhi’s
military intervention in East Pakis-
tan and the nuclear tests of 1998,

some say. I would add Chacha Neh-
ru’s leadership of the Non-Aligned
Movement to steer an infant nation
through the Cold War. But that’s just
me. Nemo was non-committal.

All of India’s friends, old and new
— the US, Russia, Japan — are at Xi
Jinping’s durbar. As am I. Nemo gen-
tly reminds me Bhutan is firmly in
India’s corner. Dressed in my Sun-
day best, I am trying to survive the
onslaught of soft power: the Belt and
Road Bedtime Stories, the singalong
videos, the brash Twitter diplomats.
Too many wannabe John Lennons
are giving ‘peace a chance’. The sugar
content is so high, I nearly pass out.

I linger to see if Aung San Suu Kyi
would walk by so I can ask her what’s

with her these days. Or if Nawaz Sh-
arif would tell me how he plans to
repay $5 billion a year to China and
Make China Great Again. Or if he
agrees that a better meaning of CPEC
is Colonising Pakistan to Enrich
China, a coinage from the bag of the
ever-innovative Christine Fair.

Sharif reminds me that Pakistan
has always been ready to rent its
geography. “You are just jealous,” he
tells me and walks off. “Arre, janaab!
Have you even read the plan?” I sh-
out. “How are you going to do this
‘nightlife’ and ‘spa’ thingie mention-
ed in the ‘master plan’? What will
your mosque people say? Hain ji?”

But he is gone into the dragon’s
mouth.… I mean, the super big
lecture hall.

I run into Ranil Wickremesinghe
to see how he’s feeling about leasing
parts of his lovely country’s sovere-
ignty for 80 years to some Chinese
company. Or taking more loans from
China — the offer was $24 billion
this time — to pay the old $8 billion.
Debt-to-GDP ratio and all that?

Does he feel trapped? He shrugs.
The next generation will worry ab-
out that. Right now, Sri Lanka is on
its way to becoming the hub of the
Indian Ocean. A little like Singapo-
re. Hard as I look, I can’t find Singa-
pore’s prime minister.

Did Xi forget to invite Lee Hsien
Loong? Or was he punishing Lee for
daring to hobnob with the old super-

power and praise its pivot? Oh, Sing-
apore, you talk too much. Just look at
your size and your neighbours and
learn to bow. “The term is kowtow,”
Nemo informs me.

Isail into the hall as Vladimir Putin
is speaking — the crafty one is given
the pride of slot — second after the
Great Leader himself. He knows this
means zilch because it’s One Belt,
One Leader. I urge him to stop being
Xi’s spokesman. It’s embarrassing.

Nemo points me to the podium, it’s
Narendra Modi’s turn. Wait. What?
I rub my eyes but he is really there in
an electric saffron Nehru jacket. He
delivers the speech of his life. He tak-
eson his host and in 10 short minutes,
dices Obor into chutney and serves
it to the whole world.

The international media go crazy.
Europe and the US secretly thank
Modi for doing this Trojan horse thi-
ng. The Chinese fume at the audaci-
ty and dispatch a couple of hundred
squatters across the border.

But the party is spoiled. Over the
next few days, people caught in Obor’s
orbit question their governments for
buying into it. The narrative shifts
and opinion pages across Asia are
suddenly discussing imperialism,
colonialism and the British Raj. A
new debate begins. Meanwhile, Ch-
ina’s Global Times explodes into
flames. Literally.

Then I wake up and smell the tea.
It’s not Darjeeling.

To OBOR or Not to OBOR
LETTER FROM WASHINGTON

Seema Sirohi

Great Lip-Sync Forward
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O
ne of the stated objectives
of introducing the goods
and services tax (GST) is to
eliminate multiple taxes,
remove cascading of taxes,

rationalise tax rates and enhance the
spectrum of the input tax credit. This
would reduce the incidence of indir-
ect taxes on the products and services.

With such a reduction in the tax in-
cidence, it is expected that the prices
of goods and services are reduced.
This, in turn, one would expect, wou-
ld result in consumer benefits hand-
ed down from the reduction in the in-
cidence of taxes.

The Price of Profit-erring
The government made its intention
clear by introducing an anti-profiteer-
ing clause in the GST law to ensure
that a commensurate cut in the prices
on account of a reduced tax rate, or
the benefit of higher input tax credit,
is passed on to the consumer. It also
proposed to set up an authority to mo-
nitor such instances of profiteering.

The prices are mainly driven by el-
asticity of demand, supply constraints
and competition. As pricing is a func-

tion of multiple factors, it is difficult
to attribute only one factor responsi-
ble for increase or decrease in prices.
Therefore, the actual implementation
of this provision is quite challenging
both for business and government.

It may be possible that the inciden-
ce of taxes for a given commodity has
reduced. However, due to high dema-
nd and supply constraints, the prices
have increased. Thus, the procedure
to be followed by the anti-profiteeri-
ng authority becomes critical to exa-
mine cases where the change in price
is on account of incidence of tax or
any other factors.

As per the clause, the prices need to
be reduced only on account of lower
tax rates and higher input tax credit.
The issue is whether the businesses
that reorganise their supply chains
and reduce costs on account of such
business efficiency be required to re-
duce prices.

Can this be covered within the pur-
view of the anti-profiteering clause?
And how can such benefits be measu-
red at a unit price level? These rema-
in a challenge.

Also, even if businesses are willing
to pass on the benefits to consumers,
it may not be practically possible to al-
ter the maximum retail price (MRP)
of products lying with retailers and
dealers across the length and bread-
th of the country. Similarly, alterati-
on may also not be possible in cases
where such products are governed
by the Legal Metrology Act, 2009, as
such a law may not permit the altera-
tion of the MRP. The impact of alter-

ation may also need to be examined
in cases where the duty or tax is paid
based on the MRP.

As is evident from its language, the
anti-profiteering clause aims to add-
ress the transition issue. However, it
is not clear up to what period this can
apply. Can this clause also apply to
goods that are ‘completely manufactu-
red’ and supplied under the GST era?
Hopefully, no. However, industry will
need clarity on this matter.

Catch-and-Mouse Game
The media interactions after the 14th
GST Council meeting in Srinagar on
May 18 indicate that the government
is working on developing the rules
and procedures to be followed for de-
termining compliance with the anti-
profiteering clause. It is also in the
process of deciding the shape and
structure of such an authority.

The government has indicated that
it is keeping a close watch on the mo-
vement of prices. Once the authority
is set up, it can then examine the cases

where the prices were increased even
before the introduction of GST. In the
absence of any specific and clear rul-
es and procedure, industry is appre-
hensive that such a clause can be a
tool for harassment due to the possi-
bility of misuse and subjective inter-
pretation and determination of the
commensurate reduction in prices.

Therefore, in order to achieve the
objective of reduced prices to consu-
mers, the government should adopt
a balanced approach to ensure that
honest businesses are not unduly put
into difficult situations or come und-
erlitigation. It should also ensure that
the anti-profiteering authority does
not act as a price regulator in a free
and competitive economy. A well-
thought-through and detailed proce-
dure should be issued by the govern-
ment to achieve the stated objective
of determining the extent of benefit
that is to be passed on to consumers.

The writer is national head,
indirect tax, KPMG India

Maximum Retail Therapy
How the government can enable reduced prices under the GST regime to reach consumers

Sachin Menon

Running towards the consumer
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Once the authority is set up, it can then examine the
cases where the prices were increased even before
the introduction of the goods and services tax

Letters to the editor may be addressed to

editet@timesgroup.com

Welcome into
the Mainstream
Apropos the Edit, ‘Long, Hard
Road to Permanent Solution’
(May 23), the remedy lies in
making Kashmiris turn their
back to terrorism by welcom-
ing them into the mainstream.
Promised job creation must
take precedence over all issues,
followed by their seamless int-
egration into higher education
system by offering them free
education. A better business
climate coupled with long-term
steps to contain insurgency
can work wonders. Permanent
solutions don’t come overnig-
ht but only with a dedicated
and sustained strategy.

ASHOK GOSWAMI
Chennai

Private Air India
Wishful Thinking
This refers to ‘No More Delay-
ing This Flight’ by Sanjaya
Baru (May 22). Let me assure
you that Air India will never be
privatised. This airline is large-
ly meant to cater to the bureau-
crats, politicians and ministers.

Which private
airline will de-
lay the depar-
ture of its flig-
ht because sa-
hib was atten-
ding an electi-
on meeting
and is on his

way, while the aircraft burns
fuel? Which airline will waive
the excess baggage charges?
Which airline will upgrade
him from economy class to bu-
siness class gratis? Such arti-
cles are only wishful thinking.

BEHRAM AGA
By email

No Kabaddi
With Pakistan
Apropos the Edit, ‘Kabaddi, the
Softest Target of Them All’
(May 23), not allowing Pakista-
ni nationals in the kabaddi or
any other league is not going
to curb terrorism by itself but
will achieve the same indirect-
ly. When a nation is isolated, th-
rough sports and other means,
a strong message goes to the ci-
tizens about how their govern-
ment’s policies are affecting
them. Trade isolation may not
be as visible to them in Pakis-
tan. Over the long run, this
would make people force the
Pakistani government to take
a strong anti-terror stand.

DHRUVAL MEHTA
Chandigarh

Chat Room

An impressive agenda of economic
reforms and social programmes has
been unfurled by the Narendra Modi
government over the last three years.
Policies extend to numerous sectors
of the economy and their implemen-
tation has been top priority. Innova-
tive actions and bold moves charac-
terise this period.

The economy today is growing rap-
idly. Macroeconomic indicators such
as fiscal deficit, inflation and current
account deficit are at stable and pru-
dent levels. This, in itself, is a notable
achievement of the government with-
in a global environment that conti-
nues to surprise on the downside.

The big-ticket reform item of the
period is the goods and services tax
(GST), expected to be introduced this
year. It involved building strong con-
sensus and addressing many issues,
and is likely to be a game changer for
India. Direct corporate taxes, too,
have been reduced for the majority
of companies, and issues such as tax
administration and tax dispute res-
olution have been taken up with
visible impact.

Reforms to open up sectors to forei-
gn direct investment (FDI) — accom-
panied by the personal intervention

of the PM to attract funds — have led
to a surge in FDI and made India one
of the most promising global invest-
ment destinations. From the indus-
try perspective, three key prongs of
GoI’s economic strategy stand out:
infrastructure, manufacturing and
the social sector.

In infrastructure, the government
has tapped new sources of funds,
worked on regulation and built new
capacity. These are now beginning
to deliver results. The strong push in
power reforms, faster pace in roads
and highway construction, and inten-
sive actions in railway modernisati-
on are building new connectivity for
the nation, making logistics more
efficient. Housing has received high
attention, with policies to incentivi-
se homebuyers and create 20 million
low-cost houses.

All of these are opening opportuni-
ties for the private sector across the
supply chain. The revival of public-
private partnerships (PPPs) would
add substantially to the infrastruc-
ture mission. The recommendations
of the Kelkar Committee need to be
quickly actioned.

In manufacturing, Make in India
has laid the groundwork by address-
ing ease of doing business, sectoral
initiatives, intellectual property rig-
hts (IPR) and skill development und-
er Skill India. For the first time, GoI
has identified specific actions for
ease of doing business. Innovatively
involving state governments on 340
investment facilitation parameters
led to as many as 12 states achieving
90% success rate.

Not surprisingly, entrepreneurs
have found it easier to set up a busi-
ness, obtain clearances and comply
with regulations, especially in the
micro, small and medium enterprise
sector (MSME). New national polici-
es have been announced for electron-
ics, textiles and apparel, capital goo-
dsand steel. One outcome is that over
70 new electronics factories have
come up for indigenous production.

A reframed policy for IPR aims to
foster indigenous research and stren-
gthen legal and institutional capaci-
ties. Industry has been closely invol-
ved with Make in India and ease of
doing business, and appreciates the
government’s proactive position on
investment facilitation that has been
a barrier to India’s manufacturing.

In the social sector, the government
has taken up social security through
various schemes as also attempted to
streamline delivery of public goods
and services. Use of Aadhaar for de-
livery of some subsidies, financial
inclusion through Jan Dhan Yojana

and promotion of digital payments
are changing habits. The recent heal-
thcare policy, too, is welcome.

The range of policies, as also camp-
aigns under Digital India, Smart Ci-
ties and Clean Energy, are too many
to enumerate. Importantly, the gov-
ernment has reshaped mindsets of
different segments of society and ge-
nerated confidence among investors.

This sets a strong foundation for sp-
eeding up growth. The IMF expects
India to cross 8% GDP growth rate
in the next three years and remain
the fastest-growing large economy
till 2022. In the coming days, GoI
must work on employment generati-
on to create at least five million jobs
a year. Labour reforms, quality edu-
cation and skill development are in-
creasingly urgent as the country’s
workforce expands.

To encourage new investments in
the private sector, a systematic reso-
lution to the burgeoning non-perfor-
ming assets (NPAs) of banks is requi-
red. The recent Ordinance is a welco-
me step, along with the Insolvency
and Bankruptcy Code. A new indus-
trial policy to take into account the
rapid changes in technology and glo-
bal supply chains can kick off manu-
facturing for job creation. Domestic
and global demand will be critical to
sustaining the growth process.

India can be the next big driving for-
ce for the world. The coming years
must build its economic leadership
in a changing global environment.

The writer is director general,
Confederation of Indian Industry

Staying Right on Track
THREE YEARS OF THE MODI GOVERNMENT

Chandrajit Banerjee

Sticking to the plan
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